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Homework Review!

Plan a focus group for the New Hampshire Legal 
Guide for Seniors, including: 
  -   Recruitment strategy 
  -   Instrument - no more than 10 questions 
  -   Test administration 
  -   Reporting focus group results 



Your suggestions about a focus group for the 
New Hampshire Legal Guide for Seniors 

Recruitment strategy: 

• Recruit 8-10 people of both genders and different ethnicities 

• Senior centers, nursing homes and senior living facilities 

• Local area on aging resources centers and legal aid offices 

• Doctor’s offices, buses, grocery stores senior use 

• Churches and organizations with senior members 

Instrument – no more than 10 questions 

• What is this document about? 

• Specific questions like: where would you look for information about Medicaid? 

• Are there any words people might find difficult? 

• What do you like most or least? 

• What about the format? 

• What would you change? 

Test administration 

• At a senior center or other place easy for seniors 

• Arranging with the participants 

• Personnel and time keeping 

• Refreshments 

• $25-$50  

Reporting focus groups 

• Consider all feedback 

• Report recommendations 

• A second round focus group!budget and time permitting 



How to evaluate your writing  
(or someone elseʼs) 

Tools and methods:!
�  Editing"
�  Proofreading"
�  Checklists"
�  Readability formulas"
�  Reading grade level"
�  Online tools"

"

We can be blind to 
mistakes or flaws 
in our writing. Let 
someone else take 
a look!"
"



What is editing? 

Editing looks at content. When you edit for plain 
language, focus on readability. The editor asks:!
�  Does everything make sense? (Simple, familiar language)"
�  Is it well-organized? (Chunks and headings)"
�  Does the text flow and transition smoothly?"
�  Is the document the right length? (As short as possible)"
�  Will the reader have any questions?"

Tip: Read your text aloud. Does it flow naturally?"



What is proofreading? 

Proofreading looks at the details, such as:!
�  Spelling"
�  Typos"
�  Grammar"
�  Punctuation"
�  Consistency in language, format, font, color: does it all match?"

“Yesterday Mr. Hall wrote that the printerʼs proof-reader was 
improving my punctuation for me, & I telegraphed orders to 
have him shot without giving him time to pray.” – Mark Twain!



Exercise – Proofread this text: 
Ballot proposition 
This act provides a bond of up six hundred billion dollars 
($600,000.000) to: 
�  Build and repair public libraries 
�  Expend acess to reading and literacy programs in California’s 

pubic education system, and  
�  Make it easier for all Califonia residents too use public library 

services.  
The Secretary of Education, Howard Jonas, and the California 
Teachers association support these measure. For more 
information please visit www.calband.org or call 800-517-2186.  





Checklists:  
Ask a series of questions about a document. 
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Transcend Readability Instrument (TRI)

Have you written the text within 1 or 2 1. 
grades of your average reader’s  
grade level? .................................................. ¨ ¨
If your reader is not familiar with the 
subject matter, the grade level and 
registrer will have to be even lower to 
adjust for the unfamiliar register.

Have you explained or simplified any 2. 
specialized terms? ......................................... ¨ ¨

Have you used headings, sub-heads 3. 
and “chunking” to set off blocks of text? ..... ¨ ¨

Are the headings and sub-heads direct 4. 
and informative? ........................................... ¨ ¨

Have you used short words, short sentences, 5. 
and short paragraphs? .................................. ¨ ¨

Have you used active voice and 6. 
direct address? .............................................. ¨ ¨

Is the most important information in 2 or 7. 
more highly visible areas of the document? ... ¨ ¨
The most-read areas of a document 
are: the top, the bottom, and the first 
or last subhead, sentence, or bullet.

Do you have  350 words or less 8. 
per page? ..................................................... ¨ ¨

Have you limited the number of pages?9.  ........ ¨ ¨
Less is usually better.

Is your layout simple but appealing, 10. 
with plenty of white space, and a 
11–12 point font size? ..................................  ¨ ¨

Have you used11.  bold, color, or a 
larger font to set off the most 
important information? .................................  ¨ ¨

Have you avoided ALL CAPS 12. 
and underlining? ...........................................  ¨ ¨

Have you used 13. bold and 
italics strategically? ........................................  ¨ ¨

Have you used fonts that are 14. 
easy to read? ................................................  ¨ ¨

E Serif fonts use fine cross strokes. Use serif for the 
body text of commercially printed documents.

E Sans serif letters are plain. Use sans serif for 
subheads, documents that will be photocopied, 

viewed on the web, and for all Spanish-language texts.

Do you have at least one graphic 15. 
to convey the main message? .......................  ¨ ¨

Use graphics that are crisp and simple. One or two 
graphics per page is usually enough!

Do the photos, drawings and colors 16. 
appeal to your readers? .................................  ¨ ¨

Have you field-tested the document 17. 
and graphics with typical readers? .................  ¨ ¨

Field-testing can save time and money. It tells you 
if your readers really understand your document. 
It gives you the opportunity to perfect your 
document before you go to print.

For printed materials

Yes No Yes No

For more information on Readability and 
Plain Language call Transcend at: (530) 756-5834

Download this document from Transcend’s library at 
www.transcend.net/library/tools.html
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Readability and Cultural Competency Checklist

Content
•	 Is	the	purpose	of	the	material	immediately	

obvious	to	the	reader?	.....................................	¨	¨

•	 Is	the	information	limited	to	an	amount	
that	is	reasonable	for	the	intended	readers?	.....	¨	¨

•	 Is	the	information	accurate	and	current?	..........	¨	¨

•	 Are	the	words	and	examples	culturally	
appropriate?	....................................................	¨	¨

Sequencing, Grouping, and Labeling
•	 Is	the	sequence	and	organization	intuitive?	......	¨	¨

•	 Does	the	material	give	the	reader	the	context	
or	background	they	need	to	understand	the	
information	to	follow?	.....................................	¨	¨

•	 Is	the	text	"chunked"	into	logical	
sections	of	reasonable	size?	..............................	¨	¨

•	 Does	the	material	use	informative	
headings,	subheadings	or	other	devices	to	
help	the	reader	know	what	follows?	................	¨	¨

Writing Style
•	 Does	the	writer	use	mostly	active	voice	

and	a	conversational	tone?...............................	¨	¨

•	 Are	the	sentences	and	words	short	
without	being	choppy?	....................................	¨	¨

•	 Are	the	technical	terms	used	
adequately	explained?	......................................	¨	¨

Motivating, Supporting
Does	the	material:

•	 Have	a	positive	tone?	.......................................	¨	¨

•	 Use	a	proven	reading	interest	device,	like:	
Q&A,	True	or	False,	Stories,	
Dialogues,	and	Vignettes?	................................	¨	¨

•	 Provide	sources	for	more	
advanced	information?.....................................	¨	¨

•	 Contain	key	messages	that	are	compatible	
and	appropriate	for	the	intended	audience?	.....	¨	¨

•	 Say	where	to	get	help	or	information?	.............	¨	¨

•	 Indicate	the	organization	that	produced	
it,	along	with	a	publication	date?	.....................	¨	¨

Design, Organization, and Layout
•	 Is	the	look	of	the	material	compatible	with	

the	topic	of	the	document?	..............................	¨	¨

•	 Does	the	material	look	attractive	at	
first	glance?	.....................................................	¨	¨

•	 Is	it	easy	for	consumer	to	navigate?	..................	¨	¨

•	 Do	the	graphics	quickly	convey	the	
intended	meaning?	..........................................	¨	¨

•	 Are	bullets	used	effectively?	.............................	¨	¨

•	 Does	the	design	use	highly	readable	
font	types,	font	sizes,	line	length,	and	
color	in	a	uniform	fashion?...............................	¨	¨

•	 Has	the	designer	avoided,	wherever	
possible,	bold,	italics,	ALL	CAPS,	hyphenation,	
watermarks,	and	shaded	text	blocks?	...............	¨	¨

Color and Graphics
•	 Does	the	use	of	color	help	the	reader	to	

navigate	the	text	and	distinguish	
key	messages?	.................................................	¨	¨

•	 Are	the	colors	and	graphics	used	appealing	
and	effective	to	the	intended	audience?	...........	¨	¨

•	 Do	the	graphics	and	photos	look	like	the	
intended	audience,	or	at	least	do	not	offend	
intended	audiences?	........................................	¨	¨

To	make	sure	your	documents	are	readable	and	culturally	competent,	we	use	(and	encourage	your	document	writers	to	
use)	this	Assessment	Checklist,	originally	published	by	HCFA	as	a	guide	for	State	Medicaid	Agencies	in	2000.

Yes No Yes No

For	more	information	on	Readability	and	
Plain	Language	call	Transcend	at:	(530)	756-5834

Download	this	document	from	Transcend’s	library	at	
www.transcend.net/library/tools.html



What are readability formulas? 

Readability formulas measure a documentʼs reading 
ease or reading grade level. They look at various features:"
�  Average number of letters per word "
�  Average number of syllables per word"
�  Average number of words per sentence"
�  Number of paragraphs"
�  Percentage of passive voice"
�  Number of pronouns and proper nouns"

Most of the many formulas produce similar results."



Most popular readability formulas: 

�  Flesch Reading Ease: Scale from 1 (hardest) to 100 (easiest)"

�  Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level!

�  Gunning-Fog!

�  Fry Graph!

�  SMOG: “Simple Measure of Gobbledegook”!

�  FORCAST!



How to check readability statistics: 

Follow the instructions on  
p. 31 in Readability. You  
will get a table that looks  
like this:"



Why are readability formulas important? 

�  They approximate the grade level of a document."
�  They let you know if a document is too difficult for your 

readers."
�  They tell you how much you need to revise."
�  They are a way to measure and compare documentsʼ 

readability."



What canʼt readability formulas tell you? 

�  How complex the ideas are"
�  If the content is in a logical order"
�  If the language is appropriate for your audience"
�  If the document is culturally competent"
�  If the format and design help or hurt readability"

Remember: Many features of readability cannot be 
measured by a mathematical formula.!



Online readability tools 

�  Search “How to measure  
readability.” You will find  
a number of online  
calculators."

�  LawNYʼs Online Plain  
Language Gadget:  
a tool to get feedback  
on text"



�  Reading: !
�  Plain English for Lawyers, chapter 7"

�  Practice: !
�  Plain English for Lawyers, exercises 15, 16"

Homework 

Remember, Monday is a holiday. Please turn in your 
homework by Friday, May 25, 9 a.m. PST. "




